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Emily Freeman offers advice to the Christian woman on letting go of expectations
and trusting in God.

Christianity Contrasted with Hindū Philosophy
“I used to be a lesbian.” In Gay Girl, Good God, author Jackie Hill Perry shares her
own story, offering practical tools that helped her in the process of finding
wholeness. Jackie grew up fatherless and experienced gender confusion. She
embraced masculinity and homosexuality with every fiber of her being. She knew
that Christians had a lot to say about all of the above. But was she supposed to
change herself? How was she supposed to stop loving women, when
homosexuality felt more natural to her than heterosexuality ever could? At age
nineteen, Jackie came face-to-face with what it meant to be made new. And not in
a church, or through contact with Christians. God broke in and turned her heart
toward Him right in her own bedroom in light of His gospel. Read in order to
understand. Read in order to hope. Or read in order, like Jackie, to be made new.

What Color Is Your Prayer Life
From the author who brought you "The Mirror" and "E.V.I.L.", comes a new
horror/thriller that will keep you reading late into the night. Greg Sanders was
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looking for a fresh start after finding out that his wife had been cheating on him.
Fairmont, West Virginia seemed like the perfect place, or is it? The house he finds
is stunning and captivating, but evil is stirring. This new beginning may lead to a
horrific, deadly end. Greg's faith and strength are pushed to the breaking point.
The horror that is awakened in the house will not stop until it has destroyed
everything and anyone in it's path.

No More Christian Nice Guy
Haunted
A parenting guide to raising ''good'' kids to be like the real Jesus, not the ''nice''
Jesus typically presented to children.

Human Again
No More Christian Nice Girl
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER – OVER 3 MILLION COPIES SOLD Do you ever
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suspect that everyone else has life figured out and you don’t have a clue? If so,
Rachel Hollis has something to tell you: that’s a lie. If you have ever said any of
these things to yourself . . . Something else will make me happy. I’m not a good
mom. I will never get past this. I am defined by my weight. I should be further
along by now. . . . then you could benefit from the unflinching faith and rock-hard
tenacity Rachel Hollis has in store for you. In this challenging but conversational
book, Rachel exposes the twenty lies and misconceptions that too often hold us
back from living joyfully and productively, lies we’ve told ourselves so often we
don’t even hear them anymore. Rachel is real and talks about real issues. More
than that, she reveals the specific practical strategies that helped her move past
them. In the process, she encourages, entertains, and even kicks a little butt, all to
convince you to do whatever it takes to get real and become the joyous, confident
woman you were meant to be. Because you really can live with passion and hustle
– and give yourself grace without giving up.

No More Mr. Nice Guy
Girl, Wash Your Face
Includes information on abstinence, abstinence focused sex education, African
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Americans, Asian Americans, birth control, born again virginity, chastity, coming
out, conservative Christians, definitions of virginity loss, double standard, Latinos,
Latinas, oral sex, race, ethnicity, rape, religion, secondary virginity, stigma,
technical virginity, etc.

Love At First Sight
The Pathway of Roses
Grace for the Good Girl
Something evil has come to Eden Springs, Pennsylvania. Familiar faces are luring
their loved ones to dark corners. Paranoia spreads through every household. And a
tall figure in a dark suit and tie is preparing for one final, grand feast. It all traces
back to English Teacher Gabriel Torres, whose perfect life collapses after his wife,
Zoe, is murdered in a random attack. When a mysterious elderly woman offers him
a chance to see Zoe again through a process called "dream manifestation
therapy", Gabriel doesn't hesitate. But shortly after he traverses back to reality, he
learns something else has crossed over with him.Navigating through a town
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engulfed in chaos, Gabriel's only aid comes in the form of a troubled adolescent
skateboarder, a tattooed gas station clerk on the run from her abusive husband,
and the gun-toting blind ghost of Zoe's favorite country singer, Connor Vaughn.
Time is slipping. The lives of Eden Springs' remaining survivors are in jeopardy.
Now Gabriel must conquer the dark force he helped summon, even if it means
letting go of the only thing he's ever loved.

No More Jellyfish, Chickens or Wimps
Ripped from the pages of his New York Times bestselling Family Business series,
Carl Weber brings you No More Mr. Nice Guy, the origin of Niles Monroe, the superbad hitman who will one day become Paris Duncan’s one true love. Niles has just
returned from eight years of serving his country as a Special Forces sniper. He’s
looking forward to a consulting job with Dynamic Defense and spending time with
his family, including his bi-polar mother, Lorna, and his hard-drinking uncle, Willie.
What Niles doesn’t know is that Dynamic Defense is actually a CIA front. He’s not
interested in joining them, but they won’t take no for an answer. Bridget St. John is
one of the most beautiful women Niles has ever met, and she is also the most
deadly. It is her job to recruit Niles to the Dynamic Defense team by any means
necessary. When Niles is arrested for a murder he does not commit, Bridget makes
him an offer he can’t refuse: working for Dynamic Defense in exchange for his
freedom. With Niles on board, Bridget begins to train him in ways he never
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imagined. Sometimes, however, the student becomes the teacher. Before she
realizes what’s happening, Bridget falls in love. When circumstances in his
personal life collide with his work, Niles is forced to use his military skills to protect
those closest to him. Fans are sure to appreciate this action-packed thriller that
delivers love, drama, and suspense with Weber’s trademark flair for unexpected
twists and turns.

Hidden Blessings
Missions
Ounce Of Faith And Inspiration is a book that will change your life for the better,
multiply your faith and be a great source of inspiration for years after you initially
read it. It promises to help you get through the challenges you face, stop you from
going insane, and move you towards your ultimate goal of achieving great success
in life.You should expect your heart, mind and soul to be ministered to page after
page. You should also expect to be inspired by every word and encouraged by
every photo, because they will elevate your life to new levels.This book is dowsed
in positivity and boldness, is filled with reassuring scripture and high quality photos
that will leave you in a trance.Receive the ounces of faith and inspiration.
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The New Monthly Magazine
One of the great enigmas in the Bible is that concerning John the Baptizer. While
the physical aspects of who he was are quite apparent from the Scriptures, the
spiritual aspects are ambiguous. We know that he was the one who was ordained
to "Prepare the way of the Lord," "to make ready a people prepared for the Lord."
There is, however, another aspect of John's identity that is often overlooked. On at
least two separate occasions Jesus indicated that John was more than just someone
who was born to be His forerunner. This short study not only examines many of the
details of John's life, but also attempts unravel the mystery about who he really
was. Finally, by using the example of John the Baptist, this book also looks at how
the Faithful God fulfills His promises and purposes despite having to deal with
unbelieving man.

No More Nice Girls
This is a four volume set of books. This is volume 1 The" Guide to the Spiritual
Life," as it is called in this edition, although more immediately addressed to
Directors of souls, may be used with advantage by all Christians who aspire to
perfection. The author himself makes this remark in his Preface or Introduction. It
is essentially a practical work, being intended to supply a defect which the author
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observed in the treatises of previous writers. These had indeed delivered excellent
maxims of perfection, but not in such a form as to be immediately applicable to the
needs of individual souls. F. Scaramelli has not failed to set forth the scientific,
theological, basis of each branch of his subject, following herein mainly the
doctrine of St Thomas; but he has always kept before his eyes the needs of those
Priests who would desire to have some assistance in directing souls called to
something higher than the ordinary Christian life. Each volume contains a Skeleton
outline for sermons for the Sunday s of the year, treating of the material dealt with
in that particular volume. Volume 1 contains The Means to Arrive at Christian
Perfection, which include the Desire of Perfection, choice of a good director,
reading of spiritual books, meditation on the maxims of our faith, mental and vocal
prayer, the presence of God, Confession, daily examination of conscience, frequent
Communion and devotion to the Saints, especially the Blessed Virgin Mary. Volume
2 contains Hindrances in the path to Christian perfection with the means to
overcome them, which include the sense of touch, sense of taste, sense of sight,
sense of hearing, sense of smell, the use of the tongue in speech, ill-regulated and
unmortified passions, love of worldly goods and riches, love of worldly honor and
glory, attacks of the devil and scruples. Volume 3 contains the Immediate
Dispositions for Christian Perfection which are found through prudence, justice,
fortitude and temperance. These are also found through the virtues of religion,
devotion, obedience, patience, chastity, meekness and humility. Volume 4 contains
the Essence of Christian Perfection, which comes from the three Theological
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Virtues of Faith, Hope and Charity. Charity is divided into love of God, conformity
with His holy will and love of neighbor. This volume concludes with an index to the
entire set of books.

Directorium Asceticum
One teashop, two sisters, two heartwarming romance novellas.

Girl Meets God
"In the style of C.S. Lewis, Rick has given us a gift by pointing out the evidence for
God's existence that can be found all around us if we know where to look." Dr.
Mark W. Baker Could Our Lives Be Surrounded by Surprising Clues to God's
Existence? We've all had doubts about God's existence—or we know people who
have. What if we could uncover evidence of the reality of God that would bolster
our faith or plant seeds of belief in the hearts of skeptics? This 31-day intellectual
journey reveals hints of the divine all around us—in what we believe, what we love,
what we have, and what we know. Discover how sports, superheroes, science, and
dozens of other topics point to unexpected clues of God's existence. This carefully
reasoned yet whimsical approach to a perplexing topic paves the way for
meaningful dialogue between those who believe in God and those who are
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skeptical.

The Place of Power in You
31 Surprising Reasons to Believe in God
The Plan (Revised; 2nd Edition) As a young child, Rachel Parody has a very special
relationship with Jesus. By his side, she explores a magical place, is comforted, and
encouraged to not live in fear. Over time, Rachel and Jesus lose contact and evil
demons use their time of separation to steer her into the ways of the world. Not
until her heart is completely broken and her mind is convinced she is headed for
hell will she seek a face-to-face encounter again with her Savior. At the age of
thirty-four, Rachel learns to rely and depend on her childhood friend once again.
He teaches her the truth and then introduces her to the love of her life. Because of
her horrific past, many years later, Rachel's need to be a good example for young
women in her church drives her to worry over their romantic influences. When she
notices a series of books and movies enslaving them with lustful desires, her
interest gets piqued. After investigating the books, these stories don't repulse her
but become a catalysis for Rachel to share the love of Jesus with these girls. But
the fantasy appeal of the characters enthralls the girls more than helping them see
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there is a true immortal named, Jesus. She tried many ways to share how this love
story between a mortal and a vampire was written from references out of the
Bible's 'Song of Solomon.' but no one would listen. Once Rachel realizes her efforts
were futile, she asks Jesus to calm her obsession and send someone who could
reach the younger generation with His loving nature. Instead of sending Rachel
help, Jesus convinces her to write her own story. Exposing her past was not in
Rachel's plan, but giving her life away as an example was His. Will Rachel tell
everything?

Northwestern Christian Advocate
There are many men and women who are waiting for the fulfillment of a God-given
promise. Some are waiting with hopes of finding the right person to marry; others
are just waiting for a change of some kind. There are plenty of books that address
the "how to" of finding the right person, and even some on how to wait "patiently."
There are, however, not many books that address the reality of the frustration,
anxiety and hopelessness many feel when their time of waiting goes from months
to years until now. In THOUGH THE VISION TARRY: WAITING FOR MY PROMISED
MATE, Aleathea Dupree demonstrates, through her own powerful testimony, how
God desires to use our time of waiting to protect us from making the wrong
choices; to prepare us for what He has in store for us; to perfect us to fulfill His
purpose and plan for our lives; and to pace us for the fulfillment of His timePage 12/25
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released promises. If you have been waiting for God to fulfill a promise in your life
and you find yourself becoming anxious or discouraged, this book will empower
you to enjoy your wait.

Christian's Mistake
The Plan
Jeni, the wife of a recently appointed diplomat, enjoys cultural intrigue and lasting
friendships when she joins the exotic International Ladies of Bucharest. But when
Jeni volunteers to help one of those friends solve a mystery on an old family
vineyard, she learns that trips to Romania's wine country can be deadly. Two
murders, with Jeni caught in the middle, have the police pointing fingers the wrong
way. Jeni must fight against the clock to solve the mystery before she is arrested
or, worse, becomes the true murderer's next victim. Praise For Secrets in the
Vines… From CLARION REVIEW: "Golden's first-hand knowledge of Romania is
fascinating." FROM BLUEINK REVIEW: "Nothing makes an overworked genre like
mystery seem quite so fresh as a story set in an exotic locale. SECRETS IN THE
VINES takes this theory to heart, offering up a murder mystery set in the wine
country surrounding Romania. It's a winning formula." "Author Jane Golden drew on
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her own time in Bucharest to set up this tale, and it pays off nicely. Observations
about the life of a foreigner trying to make sense of a new culture are spot-on and
often funny; thoughts about parking customs and the laconic pace of government
reflect an outsider's tendency to compare things to life at home, while also taking
us deeper into the atmosphere. The mystery is gripping, but it's the setting that
steals the show." The review concludes with this about SECRETS IN THE VINES: It
has a "terrific pacing and a plot that ends well." Better yet, the reviewer states that
"we're left wanting more of this juicy escapism." FROM KIRKUS REVIEWS: "An
engaging mystery that turns the classic expatriate dream on its head." FROM
Marian Petrutza, President of the Romanian-American Press Association: "The
perfect vacation book.Colorful, entertaining, and beautifully written."

Who Was John the Baptist?
Paul Coughlin shows Christian ''nice guys'' how to be both gentle and bold through
the example of Jesus.

Christian Advocate
The story of Australian Keli Lane, water polo champion and elite private school
teacher, who did not want children, yet became pregnant 5 times in 7 years. She
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had two abortions and three births. At no time did her family, friends and lovers
know that Keli was pregnant. Two babies were adopted and one, Tegan Lane went
missing. Keli has been charged with her murder. Tegan Lane went missing in 1996
and is now presumed dead. Most people would describe the baby's mother, Keli
Lane, as a nice girl. She comes from a solid, popular middle class family in the
Sydney suburb of Manly. Keli's father was once one of Manly's most successful first
grade rugby union coaches. In her teens and early twenties, Keli was an elite water
polo player who represented her state and her country. But at the peak of her
sporting career, Keli secretly gave birth three times. Despite the fact that she was
living at home with her parents and was in a long - term relationship with first
grade rugby player, both her parents and Duncan claim they had no idea she had
ever been pregnant. Keli Lane's extraordinary double life was exposed after Keli
made false claims about her third child to an adoption agency. This led the NSW
Department of Community Services to check on her history and it was discovered
that, as well as having given birth to a first baby, who was adopted out, she had
also given birth to a second - baby Tegan - in Sydney's Auburn Hospital on
September 12, 1996. But Tegan had apparently disappeared. There was no birth
certificate and no other records relating to her in any government database, school
or adoption agency. Keli has consistently claimed that Tegan is alive and living
with her father, but her story is now considered to be unreliable. In this probing,
investigative work, Rachael Chin sifts through Keli's background for answers to this
most baffling of cases. This book explores all this and more, providing a valuable
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backdrop to a fascinating and bizarre case.

No More Christian Nice Guy Study Guide
Jesus Said What?
Where Two Hearts Meet: Two Sweet Something Teashop
Novellas
After the death of her husband, Rebecca turned to God for everything. She was
alone and needed God more than ever. This personal relationship with God
became so intense that she experienced Him in ways she never dreamed were
possible. Rebecca's journey began when she became convinced God used a man
she named Adam to awaken her passion to be a married lady again. When
Rebecca shared every little detail of her life with God, she felt certain God
orchestrated the funniest situations to give her confidence as she traveled into
unknown territory. She insisted God was being playful with her and wanted her to
relax and trust that He was the one that was in control. Those times Rebecca
experienced doubt, God did some remarkable things to prove He was with her. As
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a result she developed a boldness to do what she believed God was asking of her.
God always confirmed the decisions she made were the stepping-stones leading to
her destiny. She learned God was pleased by her faith that she entrusted to Him
alone. God demonstrated two-way communication with Him was not only possible
but was necessary in order to turn her dreams into reality. This two-way
conversation brought her relationship with God to a deeper level. She knew He had
prepared the way that would lead her to her future husband. Rebecca claims God
is still in the match making business and is the best dating coach any person could
ask for because Father knows best. All proceeds from the sale of this book will go
to a mobile ministry that gives women who are facing unplanned pregnancies
image clear ultrasounds free of charge. When women are in crisis due to an
unwanted pregnancy they need to know that God loved them at "First Sight."
Hopefully with knowledge of this truth these women will now be willing to "step out
on a maybe" and trust God to work out a solution that begins with them choosing
life for the child within.

Ounce of Faith and Inspiration
No More Jellyfish, Chickens or Wimps
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This book provides you with the distinct opportunity to tell yourself emphatically
whether or not you are praying as God Almighty requires you to pray according to
His Holy Word. Before you begin reading, note that this is not a critique of your
prayer life. Hopefully, by the end of this reading, you will have determined whether
your prayer life is producing God's desires for your life, or you will know if you need
to stop at Heaven's prayer shop for a prayer life tune-up. Don't be shy, test-drive
your prayer life!

The Christian world magazine (and family visitor).
A book of inspired words that have helped Betty through many trials and
tribulations. Beautifully written in the first person narrative are many answers to
questions we ask of God in our daily prayers. As we sit before the Lord asking
direction, may we learn to listen, and gain better understanding inspired by the
love God showers upon us.

Christian Herald
No More Christian Nice Guy showed you the eye-opening truth about Christian men
becoming more and more passive, rarely recognizing how often they let
themselves get walked on, and how being a doormat hurts their marriage and
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chances of getting married. Note: When you submit to what other people think you
should be, you are seen as a Nice Guy. But Jesus wasn't a Nice Guy. He told it like
it was. Jesus was a Good Guy. He was a real man. Always being agreeable only
opens the door to opportunities to be lied to and manipulated by others. It's true;
nice guys aren't always nice. This Study Guide dives deeper into the Nice Guy
problem, helping you discover the true biblical model of manhood. Each chapter
contains several exercises to help you move from passivity to assertiveness, plus a
bevy of bonus information, including additional help for single Christian Nice Guys,
which provides insights into the Christian Nice Guy problem not found in No More
Christian Nice Guy. So join the Good Guy Rebellion and start living your life as a
Christian Good Guy. Suggestions for small-group leaders make this suitable for use
in groups or on your own.

Virginity Lost
Three sisters set out on separate journeys Jo sets out for Texas, expecting to make
a life for herself as a teacher and nothing more. In walks Rob, a farmer and
widower who catches Jo completely off guard. The usually composed school
teacher has never encountered a man who disarmed all of her defenses. Can Jo
keep her defenses in check where Rob is concerned? And does she even want to?
Celia leaves home to be a mail order bride to a blacksmith, John. He is a widower
and a father with a young daughter whose hostile welcome has Celia wondering if
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she made the biggest mistake of her life. Can she reconcile with John's daughter
and salvage their relationship? Or was becoming his wife the longest shot of all?
Allie heads west to be married, despite her tendency to land herself in a heap of
trouble. She quickly discovers that her husband to be, Levi, has little patience for
her impulsiveness. And as she lands herself in one situation after another, Allie
can't help wondering if Levi will ever want her, or if her mischievous nature has
finally created a problem she can't talk her way out of.

Secrets in the Vines
“A passionate and thoroughly engaging account of a continuing spiritual journey
within two profoundly different faiths” (The New York Times Book Review). The
child of a Reform Jewish father and a lapsed Southern Baptist mother, Lauren
Winner eventually chose to become an Orthodox Jew—but then, as she faithfully
observed the Sabbath rituals and studied Jewish laws, she found herself
increasingly drawn to Christianity. Taking a courageous step, she leaves behind
what she loves, and converts. Now, the even harder part: How does one reinvent a
religious self? How does one embrace the new without abandoning the old? How
does a convert become spiritually whole? This appealingly honest memoir takes us
through a year in a young woman’s search for a religious identity. Despite her
conversion, she finds that her world is shaped by her Jewish experiences, and even
as she rejoices in the holy days of the Christian calendar, she mourns the Jewish
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rituals she still holds dear. Attempting to reconcile the two sides of her religious
self, Winner applies the lessons of Judaism to the teachings of the New Testament,
hosts a Christian Seder, and struggles to fit her Orthodox friends into her new
religious life. Ultimately Winner learns that faith takes practice, and that belief is
an ongoing challenge. Her account of her journey is “unusually challenging and
satisfying. . . . This book is a refreshing invitation to plumb our own spiritual
depths” (The Roanoke Times). “[A] memoir, literary and spiritual, sharing Anne
Lamott’s self-deprecating intensity and Stephen J. Dubner’s passion for
authenticity . . . She reveals herself through abundant, concrete and often funny
descriptions of her life, inner and outer. Winner’s record of her own experience so
far is a page-turning debut by a young writer worth watching.” —Publishers
Weekly, starred review “Her narrative’s real strength . . . is its addictive readability
combined with the author’s deep knowledge of, delight in, and nuanced discussion
of both Christian and Jewish teachings. Intriguing, absorbing . . . and very smart.”
—Kirkus Reviews, starred review

Nice Girl
When passivity and false niceness don't bring the abundant life Jesus promised,
some Christian women try even harder to hide behind a fragile façade of pleasant
perfection. Paul Coughlin and Jennifer Degler give women the empowering
message that they have options far beyond simply acting nice or being mean--if
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they will emulate the real Jesus Christ and face their fears of conflict, rejection, and
criticism. Brimming with enlightening information, thought-provoking
questionnaires, real-life stories, and biblically based teaching from both the male
author of the pioneering No More Christian Nice Guy and a female clinical
psychologist, this book will motivate women to allow God to transform them into
authentic, powerful women of loving faith.

No More Nice Guys
Inspirational and Practical Help for Dads

Gay Girl, Good God
A parenting guide to raising ''good'' kids to be like the real Jesus, not the ''nice''
Jesus typically presented to children.

Though the Vision Tarry
A groundbreaking, insightful book about women and power from award-winning
journalist Lauren McKeon, which shows how women are disrupting the standard
(very male) vision of power, ditching convention, and building a more equitable
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world for everyone. In the age of girl bosses, Beyoncé, and Black Widow, we like to
tell our little girls they can be anything they want when they grow up, except
they’ll have to work twice as hard, be told to “play nice,” and face countless
double standards that curb their personal, political, and economic power. Women
today remain a surprisingly, depressingly long way from gender and racial
equality. It’s worth asking: Why do we keep playing a game we were never meant
to win? Award-winning journalist and author of F-Bomb: Dispatches from the War
on Feminism, Lauren McKeon examines the many ways in which our institutions
are designed to keep women and other marginalized genders at a disadvantage. In
doing so, she reveals why we need more than parity, visible diversity, and lone
female CEOs to change this power game. She talks to people doing power
differently in a variety of sectors and uncovers new models of power. And as the
toxic, divisive, and hyper-masculine style of leadership gains ground, she
underscores why it’s time to stop playing by the rules of a rigged game.

The Christian Life
Who wants to be a Nice Guy, eternally on the friendship track, forever finishing
last? Yet many men choose the Nice Guy life without even realizing it, without
really understanding what lurks in the sub-basement of Nice Guy Syndrome.
Consider the following examples: * Debbie thinks Bill is kind, considerate, and
decent, but after months of dating, she feels no spark, no special tingle, no
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attraction. "I feel so bad," she says. "I really ought to love him, but I don't, even
though I want to" * John has just been dumped again after weeks of bending over
backwards to keep the relationship alive. "Now she'll start seeing some macho
asshole," he says. "Why do I always get dumped?" * Everyone in the office is
talking about it. Bob, the perfect husband, the avid churchgoer, the devoted family
man, split with his wife when she discovered him having an affair. "An affair?!
Bob?! I can't believe it." Each is suffering Nice Guy Syndrome, not always easy to
identify and even harder to overcome-- but that's because nobody is talking
honestly about the root of the problem. In the spirit of He's Not That Into You and
other books that speak hard truth about relationships, I offer No More Nice Guys, a
field guide for the men who suffer from NGS and the women whose lives they mess
up.
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